
Last night, Party!

Last night, the school came alive with loud beats and great laughter as students gathered for an

unforgettable party. The air was charged with excitement, and the venue transformed into a vibrant

dance floor pulsating to the rhythm of great music. As the night unfolded, the beats seamlessly blended

in with the laughter of friends, creating a soundtrack to memories in the making. Because of the

photobooth, the party took on a new dimension of fun and spontaneity. The air buzzed with anticipation

as students queued up to capture snapshots of their joyous moments. Inside the photo booth, laughter

echoed against the backdrop of colorful props and quirky accessories. Friends huddled together, sharing

oversized sunglasses, feather boas, and funny hats, as they unleashed their creativity in a series of

snapshots. The camera flashed, capturing the infectious smiles and playful antics that defined the night.

Kissing contest winner

For the seventh year now, the party included a kissing contest. For

everyone you kissed you could earn points. This year’s winner, who got

voted on the most, Jelle Sengers!

After all, who wouldn’t want the everlasting fame of winning the CalsMUN

kissing contest?

Plenary session

It's truly heartening to witness such dedication and passion among young delegates. The fact that these

teenagers have debated with a high level of professionalism, coupled with their genuine commitment to

their resolutions. It's often surprising to see the hard work and research that go into their resolutions,

reflecting a commendable level of seriousness and responsibility.

Gossip / Punishments

At the end of the second day

For months, the OC has been preparing for this weekend. And it was amazing! We saw the delegates

grow. Some were too shy to even speak to the person sitting next to them, but eventually stood up and

gave the best speeches. As Head and Deputy Head of Press, we are so happy that we got to see this! This

weekend has been an unforgettable experience for everyone involved. The past two days, all attending

delegates have been debating issues to find the best possible outcomes, meeting new people and making

life-long lasting memories and now the conference has come to an end. If these delegates are the future

leaders of our world, it seems to us that it is in good hands. We want to thank you all for coming this year

and we hope to see you again next year! Clapping is in order.
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Socks and ties hall of fame
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